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Well! Now that the Holiday Season is over we can look forward to that long
haul to a 3-day weekend for Memorial Day. That means it’ll almost be
Summer. That means the trick is to get some time off from work in early
Spring. That means Voyager proposes a national holiday to be established in
March called “My Day Dammit!” So to help bide the time during winter with
great tunes and sounds, MagellanMusic has lowered their prices. They will
remain low. MagellanMusic CD’s are $10 bucks, downloads are $7 bucks, and
each song priced below the average. They are available at
www.cdbaby.com/all/magellanmusic, and the CD covers are provided with all
full downloads. Always remember, great music never gets old!
More good news is that efforts continue with MagellanMusic’s upcoming CD,
possibly to be released this summer. It is said to be a collection of acoustic
tracks that were recorded live at a remote location in-country, not an
appearance at a public venue. All of us here at Voyager have tried to find
more info about it but nothing to report just yet. So if it’s true that an allacoustic album will be their next, then it’s sure to be a real pleasure. Long
time MM fans already know that many of their acoustic songs are classics
already, so when we have news to share we will.
The project of posting all MagellanMusic lyrics on their website is still
underway. Listeners have joked with us many times about their unfailing
ability to sound as though they’re eating peanut butter sandwiches, but heck,
peanut butter sandwiches are really good. Especially when laced with Lysergic
Acid Diethylamide. No one knows who invented this conglomeration of strange
chemicals that few can pronounce, but the suspect must remain nameless.
Except his initials are D.E.R.E.K.S.T.O.R.Y. (Sshhh! Don’t tell anyone!) As
soon as the lyrics are posted the Voyager staff will announce it.
Suggested listening:
Perhaps the most impressive news in music was our discovery of a release
called “Haymans Green”. It is by former Beatles drummer Pete Best, and in the
simplest terms, Haymans Green is a knock-out. We would nominate it for
record of the year. His story is too well documented to repeat here, but the
reality is that it was never expected of him to be an artist in his own right.

Best has spent considerable time eliminating the ‘former Beatle’ image by
writing a book, re-establishing relations with old Hamburg friends, producing a
top notch DVD, numerous appearances on television and radio in many parts of
the world, even turning parts of his home into a museum, encouraging the city
to establish it as an historical marker, even building a first class recording
studio there. Most of all, Pete Best brought his drumsticks out of retirement
and his band went on to become known throughout the world. They were a
‘cover’ band, they concentrated on oldies, had an energetic, fun-filled
attitude, and so good at it that everyone who saw them knew Pete Best was
indeed a good drummer. But as time went on they started including many of
their own songs, mostly Pete’s, and evolved into a world class, professional
entity with a sound and identity all their own. The Pete Best Band was no longer
just an upper-echelon bar band, they were artists. And when you hear
Haymans Green you will hear how clear, exquisite, and poetically they speak.
For all music fans, Haymans Green is a must for your collection.
More suggested listening:
Fairport Convention:
Tempano
Dr. Octavius Dankcellar, a writer, social commentator, mad scientist, and cohort
of Vladimir Zsoerbin, has just announced that he will soon be releasing a
biography of George Bush through Stupidity Press. It is to be called “George
Bush: That Dirty, No Good, Rotten, Wretched, Lousy, Nasty, Filthy, Slimy,
Creepy Little Bastad!” When we asked why he was encouraged to write such a
controversial book Dr. Dankcellear responded, “That demented dolt is a
scabrous imbecile, an obnoxious halfwit, a mindless moron, a despicable
dimwit, an insidious, brainless bastad! I Hate Him, I Hate His GUTS!” Voyager
will announce the release date when it is available.
Famous Quotes:
"Moral indignation is jealousy with a halo."
- H. G. Wells (1866-1946)
"Glory is fleeting, but obscurity is forever."
- Napoleon Bonaparte (1769-1821)
"Victory goes to the player who makes the next-to-last mistake."
- Chessmaster Savielly Grigorievitch Tartakower (1887-1956)
"Don't be so humble - you are not that great."
- Golda Meir (1898-1978) to a visiting diplomat
"His ignorance is encyclopedic"
- Abba Eban (1915-2002)

"Political correctness is tyranny with manners."
- Charlton Heston (1923-2008)
“TV habits are a good judge of character. If TV Guide is their Bible then
you know they suffer from Cerebral Destitution.”
- Jeff Youngblood (1957 - )
"When one person suffers from a delusion it is called Psychosis, but another
person can suffer from a delusion called Politics."
- Robert Pirsig (1948 - )
"People demand freedom of speech to make up for the freedom of thought
which they avoid."
- Soren Aabye Kierkegaard (1813-1855)
"Give me chastity and continence, but not yet."
- Saint Augustine (354-430)
"Not everything that can be counted counts, and not everything that counts
can be counted."
- Albert Einstein (1879-1955)
“Modern day Vampires are commonly known as CEO’s.”
- Jeff Youngblood (1957 - )
"Only two things are infinite, the universe and human stupidity, and I'm not
sure about the former."
- Albert Einstein (1879-1955)
"A lie gets halfway around the world before the truth has a chance to get
its pants on."
- Sir Winston Churchill (1874-1965)
"I… believe that the same God who has endowed us with sense, reason, and
intellect forgot to make us use it."
- Galileo Galilei (1564-1642)
“Look up ‘George Bush’ in the dictionary and you’ll find the definition of
‘stupidity’.”
- Jeff Youngblood (1957- )
"I'm living so far beyond my income that we may almost be said to be living
apart."
- E. E. Cummings (1894-1962)
"Assassins!"
- Arturo Toscanini (1867-1957) to his orchestra
"I'll moida da bum."
- Heavyweight boxer Tony Galento, when asked what he thought of
William Shakespeare

"In theory, there is no difference between theory and practice. But in
practice, there is."
- Yogi Berra (1925 - )
"Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things you
didn't do than by the ones you did. So throw off the bowlines. Sail away
from the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream.
Discover."
- Mark Twain
"I find that the harder I work, the more luck I seem to have."
- Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826)
"Whether you think that you can, or that you can't, you are usually right."
- Henry Ford (1863-1947)
"The only way to get rid of a temptation is to submit to it."
- Oscar Wilde (1854-1900)
"Don't stay in bed, unless you can make money in bed."
- George Burns (1896-1996)
"I don't know why we are here, but I'm pretty sure that it is not in order to
enjoy ourselves."
- Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889-1951)
“You know a Republican is president when achievements are measured by
body count.”
- Jeff Youngblood (1957 - )
"There are no facts, only interpretations."
- Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900)
"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than sincere ignorance and
conscientious stupidity."
- Martin Luther King Jr. (1929-1968)
"The use of COBOL cripples the mind; its teaching should, therefore, be
regarded as a criminal offense."
- Edsgar Dijkstra (1930-2002)
"C makes it easy to shoot yourself in the foot; C++ makes it harder, but when
you do, it blows away your whole leg."
- Bjarne Stroustrup (1950 - )
"Mathematics is a device for turning coffee into theorems."
- Paul Erdos (1913-1996)
"Try to learn something about everything and everything about something."
- Thomas Henry Huxley (1825-1895)

“Anyone who is in love with what they see in a mirror is well-ranked - more
rank than the work of toilet paper.”
- Jeff Youngblood (1957- )
"There are only two ways to live your life. One as though nothing is a
miracle, the other as though everything is a miracle."
- Albert Einstein
"The only difference between me and a madman is that I'm not mad."
- Salvador Dali (1904-1989)
"Against stupidity, the gods themselves contend in vain."
- Friedrich von Schiller (1759-1805)
"My religion is very simple; my religion is kindness."
- Dalai Lama
"The power of accurate observation by those who don't have it is frequently
called cynicism."
- George Bernard Shaw (1856-1950)
“Amazing how many musicians are blessed with ego instead of talent.”
- Jeff Youngblood (1957 - )

Latest news on the Worldwide Effort to Emancipate Dope (WEED) – it’s
still not legal. Aw heck!

Boy Phred guilty of false imprisonment
By NANCY ZUCKERBROD (Associated Press Writer)
From Associated Press
December 10, 2009 10:52 AM EST

LONDON - Boy Phred, phlamboyant phormer phront-man of Culture Whacks &
the Talentless Hacks, was convicted Friday of phalsely imprisoning a male escort.
Norwegian escort Audun Carlsen had alleged he was handcuffed to a wall hook at
the singer's homo love-nest on April 28, 2009. Prosecutors said Carlsen was held by
the singer (and his penile erectii), whose real name is allegedly Freddy ‘the Fagass’
Wheeler, for several hours.
Carlsen, 29, said Boy Phred swung a metal chain at him when he got loose and phled
the apartment following a naked photo shoot as promotion for Boy Phred’s new
philm, “I Love To Suck Large Wee-Wee”.

Phreddy, who is 52, admitted he restrained Carlsen with handcuffs and edible
underwear while trying to figure out if Carlsen had tampered with a sex toy. The
terribly untalented singer/phaggot said he believed Carlsen had previously removed
photos of himself that were taken by the singer while basturmating.
Jurors were shown photos of welts and cum stains on Carlsen's head, and injuries to
his arm, which the escort said had been inphlicted by Boy Phred while phirmly
gripping his manhood. The miserable phaggot denied he was responsible.
The abominable singer phrom the '80s and professor of Phagology at the University
of Oklahomo was released on bail phollowing the verdict. He is scheduled to be
sentenced Jan. 16. Phalse imprisonment carries a maximum sentence of life in a
non-phag prison. Such a severe sentence is not expected in this case, though the
judge warned Boy Phred that crying and screaming, “Poor little me!” won’t prevent
jail time.
This was not Boy Phred's first brush with the law.
Two years ago, Phreddy was ordered to do community service in New York sweeping streets and sucking rogue penii in dark alleys - after pleading guilty to
phalsely reporting a savage dickbite at his lower Manhattan apartment. The officers
who responded found cocaine instead, as well as contraband anal toys.
Two of the Talentless Hacks best known hit songs are "Karma Phagmeleon" and "Do
You Really Want to Hurt Me, Phag?" During the peak of his musically incorrigible
career, Boy Phred was known for his horrid voice, embarrassing lack of talent,
totally forgettable songs, carefully applied female-style makeup, signature hats, and
multi-colored buttplugs. A recent poll showed that 98% of the public would not miss
Boy Phred if he disappeared off the face of the planet.
Well! Now that we got THAT out of the way!...
The Voyager staff wishes everyone a great new year ahead and keep on
truckin’!

(This newsletter may be reprinted but at your own risk!)

